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NEW BEGINNINGS 

According to Hannah Arendt, one of the key aspects of being a human is that we are able to make new begin-
nings, to abandon old systems and beliefs and sail into uncharted waters. This jump to unknown is necessary 
when one shifts from contemplation to action, from introspection to public realm. At this point one has to deal 
with the plurality of voices, opinions and beliefs that exist in our contemporary society.

At HIAP we try to embrace the diversity of our constantly evolving residency community. Every year approx-
imately two hundred artists stay at HIAP, each of them enriching the community with new ideas, networks, 
knowledge and energy. 

2014 has been a special year for HIAP, a year of many new beginnings. I joined as a new director alongside 
many new staff members, we initiated two new multi-year network projects (Frontiers in Retreat & Nordic Fresh 
Air) and gave a test-run to our new project space. This publication is also one of the new HIAP endeavours 
and the content, though anchored in 2014, is not limited to this specific time frame. This reflects the practice 
and nature of artist residencies, which give an opportunity to approach time in various non-conventional ways. 

A residency is an opportunity to detach from the prevailing routines of one's life, and search for new paths. 
The outcomes of an artist residency are often revealed only some years later, when this break in time finds 
its place in an expanded narrative. In HIAP this special temporal aspect is emphasised by our location on 
Suomenlinna World Heritage Site, where past centuries mix with contemporary life.
 
It was unclear what this publication should be called since it was the first of its kind. After considering various 
options ('Anthology', 'Diary', etc) we decided on a more informal “Musings, Activities and Movements”. This 
title aims to emphasise the fact that this publication is not a comprehensive report of all our activities from 
year 2014, but rather a collection of samples which highlights the diversity of activities that HIAP supports. As 
an organisation, we take the artists’ interests as a starting point and try to support their endeavours in the best 
possible way. Maintaining our aspirations may at times seem an impossible mission, but we meet these chal-
lenges with enthusiasm and dedication.

I would like to thank all the contributors of this publication and everyone who was involved in the HIAP jour-
ney in 2014. Special thanks must also go to Ulla Linnanvuo and Dahlia El Broul, without whom this publication 
would have never seen the light of day.

Helsinki, May 2015
 
Juha Huuskonen
Director / HIAP
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ABOUT

HIAP – Helsinki International Artist Programme — is the largest international residency centre in the Nordic and 
Baltic region. Founded in 1998, HIAP, a non-profit organisation, focuses primarily on visual arts, and is open to 
artists and curators from various disciplines. Collaborating with local and international partner organisations, 
residencies extend to such creative fields as dance, theatre, literature, and music. Running from a few months 
to several years, activities are organised predominantly through thematic residency projects and programmes 
which highlight a particular geographical area, concentrate on a specific contemporary topic, or focus on an 
aspect of artistic practice.

The main objectives of the HIAP residency programmes are to:

• Initiate and support new approaches in producing, understanding, studying and valuing art.
 
• Encourage artistic exploration and cross-disciplinary creativity.
 
• Provide international arts professionals with opportunities to undertake creative work, conduct           
   research, build networks, and carry out special art projects in the Helsinki metropolitan area.

• Present the creative work of international artists to audiences in the Helsinki metropolitan area.

• Foster international collaboration, exchange, and dialogue in the arts.

HIAP gives precedence to artists whose interests lie within contemporary culture. Residency studios are locat-
ed on Suomenlinna, a UNESCO World Heritage Site and the historically significant Cable Factory. Each allow 
for a distinctly stimulating environment and the opportunity to practice, research, and focus.
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Suomenlinna B 28 / 2
Gallery Augusta, Project Space and HIAP offices

GALLERY AUGUSTA, PROJECT SPACE AND HIAP OFFICES 
HIAP located on Susisaari island in Suomenlinna, provides two dynamic event spaces: Gallery Augusta and 
Project Space. Gallery Augusta, a non-profit exhibition space, hosts numerous exhibitions, performances, 
and festival events throughout the year (including HIAP’s annual international summer exhibition). Project 
Space operates as a versatile event space housing workshops, seminars, and lectures. Originally built as a 
barrack in the 19th century, both areas have been beautifully renovated allowing Gallery Augusta 175 sq 
metres and Project Space 130 sq metres of adaptable art space. Both the Gallery and Project Space func-
tion as diverse and flexible venues promoting the growth and understanding of art through open and varied 
exchanges. Each space, adjacent to HIAP’s office and near the island’s residency studios, lends itself to the 
current residents as well as the local community via an annual open-call.
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CABLE FACTORY
Factory, situated on the western waterfront of the city, was used to manufacture cable and telephone equip-
ment by Nokia from 1940 until the mid-80’s. With over five hectares of floor space, Cable Factory is the largest 
cultural structure in Helsinki. Dozens of studios for artists, architects, designers and musicians, as well as mu-
seums, art schools, non-profit organisations, commercial enterprises, dance and publishing companies and 
other cultural institutions inhabit the complex. The Cable Factory is the daily workplace for over seven hun-
dred professionals in every field of art and creative business.
 
CABLE FACTORY STUDIOS
HIAP Studios, at the Cable Factory, are located on the fourth floor of the Cable Factory cultural centre. The 
three studios, each 60 sq metres, are fully equipped for independent living and working.

SUOMENLINNA STUDIOS
The Palmstierna complex, a two-storey, red brick barracks, (originally from the 18th century) has been finely 
renovated to meet contemporary needs. The complex is comprised of nine residential units, five artists' stu-
dios and four guest rooms. Studios occupy from 80-120 sq metres and are divided between a downstairs 
work space and a separate loft-style living space.
 
SUOMENLINNA GUEST ROOMS
Each room occupies approximately 30 sq metres and can house up to two persons at a time. The guest rooms 
are mainly offered to artists, curators, writers, researchers and critics from visual arts.

Images by Juho Nikkilä
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RESIDENCY PROGRAMMES 2014

HELSINKI INTERNATIONAL CURATORIAL PROGRAMME 
The programme offers residencies in Helsinki for international curators of contemporary art. The programme 
is co-organised by HIAP and Frame Visual Art Finland. The programme provides the curators with an oppor-
tunity to carry out research and to develop international curatorial projects while building contacts with art 
practitioners and cultural organisations in Finland. 
Annual application periods. 

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME
The programme is offered to art professionals from a wide range of disciplines, including but not limited 
to Visual and Media Arts, Dance, Theatre and Literature. Residency includes accommodation and a studio 
space at HIAP Studios, free of charge, for the duration of a one to three months. 
Annual application periods.

NORDIC & BALTIC COLLABORATION RESIDENCY PROGRAMME
Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme invites artists and curators from the Nordic and Baltic 
countries to develop dialogue and collaborative projects with other art professionals or practitioners from 
other disciplines in joint residencies. 
Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme is supported by the Nordic Culture Point.

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME FOR FINNISH ARTISTS
The programme offers residencies in HIAP Suomenlinna for visual artists living in Finland. 
HIAP Residency Programme for Finnish Artists is supported by Arts Promotion Centre Finland. 

AUSTRALIAN ARTISTS PROGRAMME
Australia Council for the Arts collaborates with HIAP on a residency programme for Australian artists. The 
residency includes accommodation and studio space at HIAP Suomenlinna for the duration of three months. 
HIAP provides the artists with residency services and curatorial meetings. Annual application periods.

CUNE COMICS-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAMME
CUNE Comics-in-Residence Programme gives comic artists and other professionals a chance to explore the 
culture, people, and local comics scene of their neighboring European countries. 
The programme is organised by the Finnish Comics Society, kuš!komikss, The Estonian Comics Society, the 
Swedish Comics Association, PURE FRUIT, and The Millionaires Club.
The programme is supported by EU Culture Programme, Nordic-Baltic Mobility Programme, the Finnish 
Ministry of Education and Culture, Arts Promotion Centre Finland and Ministry of Culture of the Republic of 
Latvia. Annual application periods.

DESIGNER-IN-RESIDENCE 
HIAP has collaborated with the British Council and Helsinki Design Week starting from 2012, offering UK-
based practitioners a one month residency in Helsinki which coincides with Helsinki Design Week. The 
British Council residency is for practitioners, who work at the intersections of art, design and architecture, 
and who have an interest in critical investigations and interventions into what constitutes design innovation. 
Annual application periods. 

ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS STUDIO SPACE RESIDENCY
A one-year long studio space residency for the recent graduates of Academy of Fine Arts, University of the 
Arts  Helsinki. The programme is funded by the The Academy of Fine Arts Foundation.

ARKO CURATOR RESIDENCY PROGRAMME
A residency programme which offers Korean curators an opportunity to carry out research and build contacts 
with art practitioners and cultural organisations in Finland. 
The programme is funded by ARKO Arts Council Korea.

TRANSLATOR–IN–RESIDENCE PROGRAMME
HIAP and FILI – Finnish Literature Exchange offer a residency programme for translators of Finnish literature 
at Suomenlinna. FILI is an expert and export organisation, which supports the translation, printing and pub-
lication of literature and promotes the awareness of Finnish literature abroad. Annual application periods.

FOCUS A-I-R
Focus A-i-R aims at furthering camera / lens-based art by building networks for artists and cultural producers 
in the countries of Finland, Norway and Sweden. Focus A-i-R was initiated by CFF – Centre for Photography 
(Centrum för fotografi) Sweden, FFF – The Norwegian Association of Fine Art Photographers (Forbundet Frie 
Fotografer) Norway and Photographic Gallery Hippolyte / Union of Artist Photographers (Finland). 
The programme is funded by Nordic Culture Point, Arts Council Norway, Nordic Culture Fund, the Swedish-
Finnish Cultural Foundation and the Finnish-Norwegian Foundation.

CONNECTING POINTS (2012–2015)
Connecting Points brings the newest generation of young Russian artists to Helsinki. Poetics and politics are 
essential elements to the practices of those invited to the residency and are interwoven in such a way as to 
leave space for the rise of imaginative and new interpretations. The original concept (then titled Changing 
Places) for the programme was developed by curator Marita Muukkonen. In 2014 curator Jenni Nurmenniemi 
took over the programme responsibilities and it was retitled Connecting Points.
Connecting Points is supported by Ministry of Education and Culture.
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The full list of HIAP Programme Partners and Collaborators in 2014 can be found on page 110.

ON THE MOVE (2012–2016)
On the Move: Political Strategies in Art addresses the ongoing global political and economical shifts reflect-
ing into the works of artists and their chosen working strategies in the real world. The programme is curated 
by Marita Muukkonen.
On the Move programme is funded by the Finnish Cultural Foundation.

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT (2013–2018)
Frontiers in Retreat is a research residency platform that fosters multidisciplinary dialogue on ecological is-
sues within a new European network involving artist residencies, art and education organisations, artists, 
experts in various disciplines, as well as diverse audiences. The aim of the project is to broaden the under-
standing of global ecological changes and their local impacts on European natural environments by means 
of contemporary artistic practices and through a multidisciplinary approach.

23 artists have been invited from across Europe for research residencies in the centers run by the partners 
of the project. Their sites, recognised as frontiers, are approached as resonant of the entwined geopoliti-
cal and socio-economic processes. During the project, the artists will move within the residency network, 
research the particular ecological contexts of the sites, initiate knowledge exchange between diverse disci-
plines in incubator workshops, and develop new artworks. The activities undertaken by HIAP are curated by 
Jenni Nurmenniemi. 

The project is coordinated by HIAP with the support of the Culture Programme of the European Union. The 
project connects artist residency centers located in “remote” areas across Europe in order to provide a 
unique, transnational platform for investigating local and global ecological concerns. Frontiers in Retreat is 
realised by seven artist residency organisations in Finland, Iceland, Scotland, Latvia, Serbia and Spain in col-
laboration with a Lithuanian art organisation that will develop the educational programme of the project. 

The project has been funded with support from the European Commission, the Ministry of Education and 
Culture, the Kone Foundation and the Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

NORDIC FRESH AIR (2014–2016)
Nordic Fresh Air is a Nordic-Baltic network working for freedom of artistic expression in times of increas-
ing censorship and repression of artists. It organise temporary residencies for artists and art professionals, 
who are forced to leave their home for political reasons. The programme in Finland is co-ordinated by HIAP, 
Perpetuum Mobilε and Cooperative Buongiorno. The partners in Nordic and Baltic countries are MoKS 
(Estonia), Art Lab Gnesta (Sweden), Malmö City (Sweden), The Swedish Artists Organisation KRO, SafeMUSE 
(Norway), KiN Contemporary Art Centres in Norway and Freemuse (Denmark).
The network is funded by Nordic Culture Point and Ministry of Education and Culture, Finland.

URBAN AGENTS (2013–2014)
The aim of the Urban Agents project was to develop projects in China and Hong Kong in collaboration with 
Finnish artists. The programme brought several Chinese curators for research visits in Helsinki. 
The programme is curated by Marita Muukkonen.
Urban Agents is funded by the Ministry of Education and Culture.

EL RANCHITO FINLAND  (2014)
The programme brought together a cross-disciplinary group of Finnish and Spanish artists in residencies in 
Madrid and Helsinki. The collective residencies followed the format of a reading group around the themes 
of acceleration and dispersion. The participants investigated together the questions pertinent to creative 
practices today regarding immaterial labour. El Ranchito Finland was co-produced by Matadero Madrid, 
AECID, Ibero-American Institute of Finland, Embassy of Finland, Madrid, HIAP  and Frame Visual Art Finland. 
The programme was organised in collaboration with ARCOmadrid and Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

DANCE  – THEATRE – PERFORMANCE
HIAP collaborates with several noted organisations and professionals to offer accommodation and premises 
for performing arts residencies and projects. Collaborators during year 2014 included Baltic Circle, Kiasma 
Theatre, and Zodiak – Center for New Dance and Theater Viirus. In 2014, Tomasz Szrama and Liina Kuittinen 
organised several editions of Tonight, an all-night event focused on performance art. 

EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES
HIAP has international residency exchange programmes that enable Finnish artists and curators to have res-
idencies abroad, as well as offers residencies in Finland for artists and curators worldwide. The aim of the 
exchanges are to offer dialogue, collaboration and networking opportunities, and to foster mutually bene-
ficial cultural interaction between the participating countries and regions. In 2014, HIAP realised residency 
exchanges with Via Farini (Milan), Kulturbunker (Frankfurt) and Temple Bar Gallery + Studios (Dublin).

COLLABORATIONS: MOBIUS (2014–2016)
Mobius is a fellowship programme for visual arts, museum and archive professionals based in New York, 
United Kingdom, Ireland and Finland. The programme enables transatlantic mobility, dialogue and collabo-
rative practices, in both the aforementioned locations and virtually. Mobius is a three-year pilot programme 
organised by the Finnish Institute in London and the Finnish Cultural Institute in New York. HIAP is one of the 
programmes partner organisations.
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Benjamin Foster
Reading Group
Gallery Augusta

The activities programme centres on regular Peer-to-Peer and open studio events, as well as weekly break-
fasts held at HIAP offices, that operate as free-form meeting points for the residents and external guests.
 
An important work for HIAP has been to introduce new discourses and practices of art between the local 
and international field. Thought-provoking public programme includes exhibitions, performances, debates, 
screenings, workshops and concerts, which are built around and/or specifically tailored to the residencies.

Images by Tuomas Laasanen

HIAP provides residents with time, space, and support to produce and present new ideas and artworks, 
conduct research, and develop their artistic practices. The programme connects residents with the local 
cultural and academic scene and provides Finnish artists with opportunities to work abroad via exchange 
programmes with partner organisations. HIAP also supports numerous local art institutions — museums, gal-
leries, art schools, and festivals  — by offering residency services to their visiting artists and curators. During 
the seventeen years of its operation, HIAP has encouraged and facilitated the production of a great number 
of ambitious, provocative artworks, which have been presented in a variety of local and international venues.

Peer–to–Peer 
Angela Washko (US), Alex Young (US) and Tobias Revell (UK) with guest commentator Juha van 't Zelfde (Lighthouse, UK) 
Hosted by Frame Visual Art Finland 
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Dissolving Frontiers
Curated by Jenni Nurmenniemi (HIAP) and Jussi Koitela

13 June –17 August HIAP Gallery Augusta

There is widespread belief in the capability of “modern” societies’ to rationally solve complex social, political, 
and economic problems and to correct the miscalculations of earlier generations. These societies are seen 
to have developed through progressive steps from primitive to more advanced modes of existence, with 
the fruits of this civilisation process — (i.e., modern science and technological innovations) — having provided 
the tools for continuing the progress of the members of these societies on Earth. This assumed progress has 
taken place within the framework of nation states. Their success has been measured by economic growth de-
rived from consuming the resources of Nature. An understanding of Nature as separate from human culture 
has provided an endless source of otherness, and a plethora of specialised disciplines have promised to offer 
humankind all the knowledge needed to benefit from it. Paradoxically, in light of observations and research 
from over the last four decades, it seems that these assumptions have brought the ecosystem, of which the 
human species is a part, into a drastic state of imbalance. Despite signals on a planetary scale of transforma-
tions caused by human activities, the mainstream mind-set is still set in the mode of endless economic growth 
and progress. However, the conviction of human capability to handle ecological, social, and cultural crisis, has 
begun to waver. This brings about an increasing sense of urgency for new approaches, understandings, and 
skills. Space has to be made for speculation and uncertainty, instead of trying to cling on to existing truths.

The exhibition Dissolving Frontiers at HIAP Gallery Augusta finds its structure from the tension between mod-
ernist modes of organising human life and the need for new perspectives that require decomposing and 
unlearning its assumed truths, as well as the adoption of more speculative approaches. The rear exhibition 
hall is dedicated to artworks by Khaled Ramadan, Hanna Husberg & Laura McLean, Nestori Syrjälä and Tonka 
Maleković. In their different ways, they deal with disappearance, either anticipated or actualised, as well as 
with roots, traditions, and traces of what remains after something that has once existed will dissolve into 
something else.

In Maleković’s Garden Circles a nearly 40-year-old community garden one amongst one of the largest apart-
ment blocks in Europe is bulldozed in one day without warning. Ramadan, with his documentary Maldives to 
be or not (2013), provides perspectives on the modernisation project of the Maldives and its politicised ecol-
ogy. In their collaborative video work, Husberg and McLean also take a look at the Maldives and speculate 
on possible futures for this nation state anticipated to dissolve into the ocean within the next century. Nestori 
Syrjälä’s new video focuses on a subjective, embodied experience of ecological crisis. The front space pro-
vides an open platform for new approaches and speculation. Over the course of the summer 2014, artists Tue 
Greenfort, Fernando Garcia-Dory, Mari Keski-Korsu, and Brett Bloom & Bonnie Fortune will make their marks 
and leave traces in the space. Their contributions open up new perspectives concerning  existence on Earth 
by looking at questions of new technologies and territory, the dynamic of the urban and the rural, the secrets 
of the plant world, communication between humans and other species, and through finding new ways of lis-
tening to and being embedded in our environment. 

* Introduction for the fifth annual summer exhibition at HIAP, as part of the project Frontiers in Retreat

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT 

Khaled Ramadan
Maldives to be or not, 2013
Video documentary 

DISSOLVING FRONTIERS
TRANSNATIONAL
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Tue Greenfort
Déscartes – Pleurotus Ostreatus Mycorrhiza (ongoing mushroom cultivation research), 2014
Dissolving Frontiers
Gallery Augusta

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT

Mari Keski-Korsu
Alpaca Oracle – Meadow (detail), 2014 
Dissolving Frontiers
Gallery Augusta

Images by Tuomas Laasanen
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Brett Bloom & Bonnie Fortune
Powerless Powerpoint, 2014
Dissolving Frontiers
Gallery Augusta

Alpaca Oracle
A field trip to an alpaca farm, organised by artist Mari Keski-Korsu, July 2014
Dissolving Frontiers

Image by Tomasz Szrama

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT
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SYLVIA GRACE BORDA
CANADA / UNITED KINGDOM

Farm Tableaux Finland 

In the panorama photograph and online art series Farm Tableaux Finland, artist Sylvia Grace Borda 
creates unconventional portraits of modern day farmers and producers, illustrating the on-going  
realities of work from field labour to food processing.  
 
In the development of her project the artist invited participants, actual farmers and labourers, to stage re-
al-life in situ activities for the lens. Unlike traditional portraits, participants stood motionless for periods of 
up to 40 minutes as they were captured by the Google enabled panosphere-cameras. The artist’s online 
artworks became 360 degree staged dioramas or dimensional photographs that redefine the notion of a 
photograph as a single framed shot. Viewers who explore the online artworks can wander in what appears 
to be a continuous and instantaneous timeframe, exploring food production and navigating in and around 
the main tableaux scene and the portrait sitters themselves.
 
In a similar way as the 16th century painter Bruegel (the Elder) who is known to paint himself into some of 
his narrative and rural settings, Borda has discretely positioned herself in the periphery of the scenes, act-
ing as witness to the unfolding tableaux and as a unique visual signature to the artworks. Borda’s series is a 
collaboration with Google Trusted Photographer, John M Lynch, and the outcome marks the first known and 
continuing series of artworks created specifically for Google Street View.

Farm Tableaux Finland is a burgeoning project initiated by Frontiers in Retreat in 2014.

 
Experience first-hand the Farm Tableaux Finland series online at:

Vaskaali Farm, Muhos, Oulu:
Daily cleaning at the abattoir:
Link: http://tinyurl.com/nrxtzv6

Artist at work in the cattle barn: 
Link:  http://tinyurl.com/pls6734

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT 
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Sylvia Grace Borda
Mise En Scene: Farm Tableaux Finland, 2014
Google Street View

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT 
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TUULA NÄRHINEN
FINLAND

Notes on Tuula Närhinen’s LOCAL 

LOCAL, an ongoing Frontiers artistic project was initiated by Tuula Närhinen in October 2014 during her 
residency at Centre d’Art i Natura Farrera, in Catalonian high Pyrenees. The work attempts to record visu-
al characteristics of a place, such as local winds or colour spectra, at various sites of the Frontiers in Retreat 
residencies network.
 
Additionally Närhinen will carry out similar experiments in her hometown, Helsinki, and its surrounding ar-
chipelago. Using a self-made kite, equipped with an action camera, she sets out to record the movements 
of local winds on video. These winds occur on a small spatial scale and are influenced by the distinctive  to-
pography of each site. The kite with the camera allows us to engage with landscapes from atmospheric 
perspective, the wind’s own dynamic airborne point of view.

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT 

Local Winds, 2014
HD video screenshot
Farrera, Catalonia
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JOHANNA HELDEBRO
CANADA / SWEDEN

White Death

White Death is an installation-based work inspired by the life of the Finnish Winter War sniper, Simo 
Häyhä. Häyhä was a man of conflicting character traits. With this body of work I have sought to examine 
and juxtapose, in great detail, this range of trait —  the everyman, the hunter, the soldier, the killer, the 
hero, etc — and the realities that he was faced with, such as the imminent threat of Russian occupation 
and the subsequent loss of land and home. Simo Häyhä became a Finnish war hero after he, as a snip-
er, killed 542 Russian soldiers in less than 100 days during the winter of 1939–1940, a “record” which 
has yet to be surpassed by any other sniper. During the war Häyhä was given the nickname "White 
Death". At the end of this short war Häyhä sustained a bullet wound to his jaw, which left him with a 
permanently disfigured jawline, despite several surgical procedures. He would be defined by both 
this injury and his feat of war for the rest of his long life. After the war, Simo Häyhä lived on his own in 
a small community in Eastern Finland where he worked as a farmer and landowner. He never married.

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME

Untitled (sky IV), 2014
Digital c-print
12 x 12 x 3 inches
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Johanna Heldebro 
Camouflage (coat), 2014
Cotton, velcro, zipper

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME

Johanna Heldebro 
I did what I was told to do as well as I could, 2014
Ink, paper, digital c-print
26 x 51 x 3 inches
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ANGELA WASHKO            ALEX YOUNG
UNITED STATES                         UNITED STATES

Serf Net 
By Angela Washko & Alex Young

From September 9 to October 8, 2014; Angela Washko and Alex Young presented Serf Net, a storefront 
display featuring the labours of Amazon Mechanical Turk workers, at Alkovi Galleria in Helsinki. Focusing 
on crowd-sourced labour platforms, Serf Net addresses the individual worker’s relationship to the prod-
ucts of their labour, the environment in which they produce it, their understanding of the larger framework 
they’re producing in, and whether or not they consider what they are doing labour at all. Rather than replicat-
ing existing statistical research about online networked labor, Washko and Young created a business within 
Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Operating as SerfNet, Washko and Young created Human Intelligence Tasks or HITs (small tasks requiring 
human input ranging from research surveys to transcribing text from receipts or audio) for Mechanical Turk 
Workers to complete in exchange for money; all mediated through mturk.com’s interfaces and the Amazon 
Marketplace pay site. The jobs (HITs) the artists created for mturk solicited and rewarded individual worker's 
contemplation and reflection on the value of their own work within (and their personal relationship to) the 
systems in which they participated.  Over 150 individuals responded to SerfNet’s surveys reporting from the 
United States and India. Through Serf Net, Washko and Young additionally sought to examine the English 
language’s hegemonic position within global business and its impact on aspirations toward upward mobili-
ty (while simultaneously being a requirement for mTurk HITs which frequently pay only a few cents per hour). 

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME

Serf Net, 2014
Video: 32:21 minutes
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Images by Gallery Alkovi

Alex Young & Angela Washko 
Serf Net (detail of installation)

Alex Young & Angela Washko
Serf Net, 2014
Installation 
Gallery Alkovi, Helsinki

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME
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HANNU KARJALAINEN     THOMAS THIEDE
FINLAND                                    GERMANY

Helsinki Raum
Thomas Thiede and DJ House Protects the Dreamer 
Multimedia installation, 2014  

Helsinki Raum
Interview by Tuomas Laasanen

"Helsinki Raum", by Thomas Thiede and DJ House Protects the Dreamer, was a site-specific multi-
media installation based on live electronic sound, drawing, and video. For this pop-up exhibition, 
in Gallery Augusta, the artists created a site-specific set up and a dramaturgy. It began with a 
drawing-based video and an abstract sound collage which then transitioned into a party.

TL: Helsinki Raum will be your third collaboration together (please correct me if I’m wrong), but can you tell 
me how you two first met each other?

H + T: For the very first time we met at SPIKE ISLAND in Bristol / UK during a residency in 2005.

Tuomas: You began working on the idea for the latest collaboration, Helsinki Raum, already a year ago  — can 
you describe the process and what it involved?

H + T: We started talking about the project in 2012 when Thomas visited in Helsinki. The first properties of this 
project was a drawing-based room-installation by Thomas, together with sound, and possible video works 
by Hannu. In order to develop and improve the project, we thought it would be important to work togeth-
er at the same time in the same place. That’s why both of us applied for an Artist in Residency at HIAP. When 
we received confirmation of spending time together and giving each other feedback along the way. Thomas 
has created a drawing and video project installation based on his drawing. Hannu performed a live electron-
ic soundtrack specially created for this event. Our idea is to create an open situation that can turn into a party 
in a gallery space. An important aspect of collaboration process for us is definitely to have fun in the process!

Tuomas: How are your residencies contributed to the process and project?

H + T: During our residencies we have shared and discussed ideas and had intensive conversations about 
anything ranging from art and family life to football and Jens Weissflog. All this has inspired and contributed 
to the work in some ways and made the collaboration process deeper. Now we are finishing the project and 
on Wednesday we are going to show the result at the Augusta Gallery.

HIAP RESIDENCY PROGRAMME 

Image by Tuomas Laasanen
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Thomas Thiede
Drawing (detail) 2014
Pencil and ink on paper
1,5 x 10 meter

Thomas Thiede
Still image of video, 2014
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Dome Suomenlinna 
By Viivi Koljonen

 Australian artist Paul Sloan stayed on Suomenlinna Island for three months in the spring of 2014, viewing the 
island’s transition from grey tones into bursting greens. Sloan, as an interdisciplinary artist, works primarily 
with gouache on paper, oil on canvas, sculpture, sound, and photography. Among other works produced on 
Suomenlinna was dome made of mirrors, photographed atop the island’s landscape. The fortress island, as 
a site for the dome, resonated widely with the artist’s interests in such topics as history, revolution, colonisa-
tion, and multiple landscapes in general.
 
In Dome Suomenlinna the scenery of Suomenlinna is reflected onto the surface of the three-dimensional 
dome whose mirrors fragment the surrounding elements of sky, stone, walls, and pond water. Human beings 
are present, but they are not recognisable individuals. Rather, what is seen are portions of the figure, isolated 
limbs of passersby, even the feet of the artist. The nature of Dome tries to communicate with Sloan’s previ-
ous work, where the themes of history, existence, circle of life, and — most of all  — still life, embody everything.
 
The artist observes and reinterprets, through reflection, the layered geography of the island — a UNESCO 
World Heritage site. Simultaneously local and global, the work relates to the space without changing it phys-
ically. Dome Suomenlinna is a globe; an island itself that captures passing moments and motions on its 
surface. This peculiar man-made object, placed within natural scenery, guides our vision of the plain reflect-
ed surface, thereby composing a presentation of the world through an illusion. The piece invites the viewer 
to contemplate its materiality and hive-like structure, and encourages her / him to question what lives inside.

PAUL SLOAN
AUSTRALIA

AUSTRALIAN ARTISTS PROGRAMME

Dome Suomenlinna, 2014
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MARGARET O’BRIEN
IRELAND

During my residency at HIAP I began researching the potential of live electricity as a core sculptural mate-
rial for a new work. I have worked with different manifestations of electricity in previous artworks using its 
volatility to deliver a sensory and psychological impact. At this time however I started to research nichrome 
wire, an electrical resistant wire that is commonly used in household appliances. It is a challenging mate-
rial to work with as it is intended to carry an electrical current only for a brief time and so burns out very 
easily. Appliances that use nichrome wire have an in-built step down transformer that reduces the current 
reaching the wire, and also a trip switch that automatically turns the appliance off after a certain length of 
time (toaster) or if it gets too hot (hairdryer). During the residency I spent a number of weeks trial and test-
ing various means and methods of applying a particular current to the wire so as to ignite it and maintain 
it ignited, but not to burn out. I achieved this through trial and error, and continued trial and testing with 
home-made transformers. With this constant ‘on’, the piece visibly pulses from dull to deep red, and bright 
electrical orange and back to red again with the movement of electrons along the trajectory of the wire. 
(Please see research work Without a Future).

Part of my current research uses the precarious nature of live electricity to explore ideas of sculpture 
and art as something unfixed and inconstant, something shifting and in flux (please see Othering, Sea of 
Unknowing III and No Man’s Land ). Although still in its research stages, this piece has also manifest as an 
outdoor sculpture exposing live electrical current to the elements right side image. This outdoor context is 
a new departure in my practice, and re-approaches the site-sensitive, installation based and psycho-spatial 
core elements of my work. On a fundamental level, it explores the relationship between site and artwork, 
specifically in this instance, the unsustainability of the electrical element within an environment that is hos-
tile to it through its own intrinsic climatic conditions (rain, wind, humidity etc). Here, as with other works, the 
piece is intentionally positioned in an insecure, unstable space operating somewhere between fully func-
tional and malfunction. The work is founded on the possibility of technical breakdown and explores this 
condition both physically and psychologically. The outdoor context and siting of works will be developed 
further throughout the upcoming residency at the Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin in 2015. I have also 
recently been awarded a grant from South Dublin County Council to fully realise this new work (May 2015).

More information: www.margaretobrien.co.uk

DUBLIN RESIDENCY EXCHANGE
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PATRIK AARNIVAARA     MAIJA RUDOVSKA
SWEDEN                                 LATVIA

NORDIC & BALTIC COLLABORATION RESIDENCY PROGRAMME

Scenography of Horror

An extract from the text of performative reading by Patrik Aarnivaara and Maija Rudovska that took 
place at Omenapuutalo, Helsinki in December 2014 as a conclusion to Rudowska’s and Aarnivaara’s 
Nordic-Baltic Collaboration Residency.

This collaborative investigation about architecture in film started with an interest in architectural space which 
exists beyond the physical interplay of our bodies and “without the material constraints of gravity and daily 
life”.[i] This means losing the body altogether as a foundation for architecture and shifting the emphasis to 
the non-physical attributes of architecture that alludes to the emotional, haptical, and optical. We choose to 
focus on horror films where architecture is not merely a background, but an active and dynamic character in 
the unfolding of a narrative and the means to externalise the internal emotions of character. Riley Grant Triggs 
writes: “We place our feelings, desires and fears in buildings. A person who is afraid of the dark has no factual 
reason to fear darkness as such; he is afraid of his own imagination, or more precisely of the contents that his 
repressed fantasy may project into the darkness.”[ii]

Giuliana Bruno, in her book Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture and Film writes about e-motion 
which contains both motion and emotion. She indicates that Latin roots of the word emotion speaks clearly 
about a “moving” force. It stems from emovere, an active verb composed of movere, “to move,” preceded by 
the suffix e, “out.” The meaning of e-motion is historically associated with “a moving out, migration, transfer-
ence from one place to another.”[iii] ”The Greek term kinema, meaning ‘to move’ or ‘movement’, also appears 
in the word stem of kinematic, kinetic and kinaesthetic. The term cinema signifies an architectural space in 
which we become part of a visual system that allows us to perceive a sensation of movement and in which we 
are moved.”[iv] Bruno says that e-motion is a moving map. E-motion provides us with an experience that is re-
lated to space and spatiality (both real and unreal) where e-motion happens. Bruno relates it to the “transport”, 
to trip. In Italian transporto encompasses the attraction of human beings to one another.[v] Emotion functions 
as a means of transport, determining proximity to the filmic space — if you are near or far, attached or detached.

Our imagination is lead through space by the camera; it is transported and carried away by emotion. As we 
go through it, it goes through us and our own inner geography.[vi] This allows us to look at the transference 
of emotions from character-subject to object and back again in a reverberative process throughout the films.

Embodied vision is an interesting perspective when thinking about the blending of physical and psychologi-
cal space in horror films. It makes possible a viewing position from within, not only viewing the world as it was 
seen from our own bodies. In film we can embody the vision of a building or any other thing or being. We 
don’t see our bodies when we view the world, neither do we see the body of the camera when watching a film. 

We can take the position of the murderer lurking at his or her victim from behind the curtain of a window, the 
next second we are looking back at that window from the street and through the eyes of the victim and right 
after we see that same street view through a CCTV camera. In film we can inhabit and move in between view-
ing bodies while simultaneously knowing that we are viewing somebody viewing. We can never be masters 
of the gaze cast on the architecture; the gaze is actually a dialogue between the psyche and the architecture 
on which we look. [vii]

The Haunting, from 1963, is a film set in Hill House a neon-Gothic mansion. A group of four people are sent 
to Hill House to investigate paranormal activities. Throughout the film we get the feeling that the house looks 
at the group through mirrors, door knobs, a relief wall with eye-like shapes, the eye of the fish on the dinner 
plate, and the eyes of the marble statue in the winter garden. All embody the gaze of Hill House. Not only does 
the house look at the group, it also behaves like a living creature. Walls are breathing and pulsating, doors are 
pressed out like a swollen belly, air pours down at the characters like an ice cold breath. It is quite telling when 
the leader of the group, Markway refers to the house as having human-like problems, describing it as, “...dis-
eased, sick, crazy, if you like.”

Film architecture is not bound by physical architecture, but by the screen and the lens. It is architecture made 
of cuts and transitions, without a designated entrance, never seen in its entirety —i t layers, stretches, folds, 
evolves, and unfolds, it can be inside and out, expand and contract, within the time span of a film. Camera-
angles, close-up techniques, tracking, crane, and panning shots are cinematographic tools that produce 
spatial and emotional distance and closeness in a film.

Henri Bergson saw the past as a virtual archive that can penetrate the present at any instant by linking an 
image in the present to memory. It is interesting to imagine the architectural structure that evolves throughout 
a film in a viewer’s mind when he or she connects and combines architectural spaces in the movie with memo-
ry images. “One scene may be immediately followed by another that takes place at a totally different time. And 
the continuity of space may be broken in the same manner.”[viii]  Whether film architecture is produced at a lo-
cation or studio setting or by computer generated images or the combination of both like chroma keying- film 
making can be thought of as narrative architecture, creating an architectural space “akin to that imaginary 
space within the walls of the brain.”[ix]

[i] Vidler, A. Warped Space: Art, Architecture, and Anxiety in Modern Culture, A. MIT Press, 2002. p. 102
[ii] Pallasmaa, J. The Architecture of Image: Existential Space in Cinema, Rakennustieto Publishing, 2000. p. 90
[iii] Bruno, G. Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture and Film, p.1, from the summary: https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/
view/2314396/guiliana-bruno
[iv] Koeck, R. Cine-scapes: Cinematic Spaces in Architecture and Cities, Routledge, 2013, p. 294
[v] Atlas of Emotion ..., p. 2.
[vi] Atlas of Emotion, ..., p. 9.
[vii] Triggs, R. G. Reel Houses of Horror: Film, Body and Architecture, Masters Thesis, Rice University, 2006, p.30
[viii] Arnheim, R. Film as Art, University of California Press, 2006, p. 21
[ix] Elie Faure, “De la cinéplastique,” L’arbre d’Eden (Paris: Editions Crès et Cie, 1922), in L’Herbier, ed., Intelligence du cinématographe, p. 276
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DIEGO BRUNO             MIKKO KUORINKI
ARGENTINA / FINLAND     FINLAND

Image by Pasi Autio

Karl Larsson
Blushing Carpet, 2011
Hand-tufted carpet, 120 x 170 cm

Festival of Positive Misunderstanding

May 28 2014, Gallery Augusta

Festival of Positive Misunderstanding was an event curated by Ruler in collaboration with Karl Larsson.

NORDIC & BALTIC COLLABORATION RESIDENCY

Aeron Bergman & Alejandra Salinas 
  Abstract Your Shit Is

Chateaux 
  Presenting

Danielle Collobert 
  October 1961

Alma Heikkilä 
  Not quite arebescato marble

Jaakko Karhunen
 Music with

Karl Larsson 
  Blushing carpet

Charlemagne Palestine 
  Island Song

Post Brothers 
  Words by

Cia Rinne 
  Zaroum

Jani Ruscica 
  Scenography  
  (After the Futurists)

Amalie Smith 
  Plain Clothed

Simon Thompson 
  The furniture  
  of elite perception

Samo Tomsic 
  Almost live

Ola Vasiljeva 
  Unique notification
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Post Brothers
Languages are a bit of salad
Skype lecture 
Festival of Positive Misunderstanding
Gallery Augusta

Images by Pasi Autio

NORDIC & BALTIC COLLABORATION RESIDENCY

Diego Bruno & Mikko Kuorinki
Bar-desk, 2014
Changing colour LED-lights, office furniture, occasionally used as free beer bar 
Festival of Positive Misunderstanding
Gallery Augusta
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A Symbiosis: The On the Move / Safe Haven and the Re-Aligned Project
Curated by Perpetuum Mobilε

Artists among others: Ganzeer (Cairo / NYC), Khaled Jarrar (Ramallah), 
Nikolay Oleynikov (St. Petersburg), Ammar Abo Bakr (Cairo), Ramy Essam (Cairo)

August, 2013, Ganzeer became the first resident of the On the Move programme. While working on a 
book project, he took up Perpetuum Mobilε’s offer to do a street-art work on the Baana for, part of the Re-
Aligned Project. He later became a key artist in the 2014 iteration of the project — first as a major presence 
in Back To (The) Square 1 and then as a contributor to The Square newspaper which was issued in paral-
lel RE-PUBLIC to To the Square 2. In retrospect, the On The Move programme which is now on its way to 
becoming the more permanent Safe Haven Helsinki — provided an incubator for this international artists in-
volvement in consecutive events in the Finnish capital.

Khaled Jarrar from Ramallah in Palestine was the second artist to be part of the On the Move programme. 
In late 2013, he was invited to Helsinki as a part of Perpetuum Labs II: Curating the Social at The Library of 
the Blind / Kallio Kunsthalle. In 2014, he played a significant part in both iterations of Perpetuum Mobilε’s 
Re-Aligned Project, commissioned by Checkpoint Helsinki — Back To (The) Square 1 and To the Square 2.

Perpetuum Mobilε is a curatorial vehicle founded and directed by Marita Muukkonen and Ivor Stodolsky:
www.perpetualmobile.org

Ganzeer 
Poster, 2013
BACK TO (THE) SQUARE 1
Forum Box, Helsinki
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Ganzeer
Interview by Marita Muukkonen

Ganzeer is the nom de plume of the Egyptian artist and graphic designer whose street-art works are 
an inseparable part of the visual culture of the, 2011, Egyptian Revolution. Take his iconic tank sten-
cilled in black and white under a bridge near Tahrir Square, its turret aimed at a fragile tea-carrier 
riding a bicycle. His work continues to evoke local echoes and global responses. Ganzeer has par-
ticipated in festivals and exhibitions across the Middle East, Europe and the Americas. Aside from 
numerous art-world accolades and rankings, Al-Monitor.com has him as one of “50 people shaping 
the culture of the Middle East”. 

Although Art In America has associated Ganzeer with a “New Realism”, he prefers Bidoun magazine’s de-
scription of himself as a “contingency artist”  — someone who makes art in contingent response to artistic, 
historical, geographical and political realities. Theoretically and curatorially speaking, there was no ques-
tion that Ganzeer’s work fit the context and contingencies of the Re-Aligned Project. Leaving the previous 
generation’s apolitical post-modernism and its more cynical aftermath behind, an engaged stance, such as 
his, responds to contemporary on-the-ground issues with real-political wit matched with artistic skill. While 
non-aligned that is, in opposition to multiple mainstream power positions (from Mubarak’s or Sisi’s west-
ern-sponsored regimes to Morsi’s fundamentalism) — Ganzeer’s work can clearly be seen as re-aligned with a 
newly interconnected generation that faces common global problems.

Looking back from the perspective of 2015 on the events of 2013, Marita Muukkonen interviewed Ganzeer 
by e-mail for this article. To include further information the text was subsequently co-edited by Ivor Stodolsky, 
who co-curated Ganzeer’s street-art work.

MM: If I remember correctly, when you arrived at HIAP Suomenlinna you were working on the “Handbook for 
Revolutionaries”. A few days after you arrived in August 2013, what is called the “Rabaa massacre” took place. 
General Sisi’s security forces raided two camps in Cairo, which were protesting against the removal from of-
fice of President Mohamed Morsi by the military after mass street protests against him. How did you feel as 
you followed these events from the peace and quiet of the island of Suomenlinna? Can you tell us about the 
“Handbook” and its aims?

GANZEER
EGYPT / UNITED STATES

ON THE MOVE

Ganzeer: I was completely losing my mind when all that stuff was happening. I would see people uploading 
various citizen-videos of things that were going on, really brutal stuff, and I saw society completely polarised 
in a way I’d never seen before. The handbook was an attempt to examine things and comment on them in an 
objective, collected, and calm way. One that does not particularly favour one camp over the other.

MM: What was the meaning of the On the Move residency for your artistic work? Generally what is the mean-
ing of residencies for your artistic practice?

G: For me, the best thing about the On the Move residency was to hook up with other interesting artists based 
in Finland and create a street-art piece that draws attention to the atrocities committed in Africa in the name 
of Finland’s pride and joy, Nokia.  

Residencies to me are most important because they give me the opportunity to think and operate in a com-
pletely new context. Rather than make art about what I’m typically used to making art about, I have to adapt 
my practice to suit this new situation. Also adapting my medium and production technique to tools, facilities, 
and people I connect with in this particularly new context.

MM: In Finland it's illegal to make street art without prior permission. We received permission from Helsinki 
City to realise your piece on the “Baana” as a part of Perpetuum Mobile’s extensive programme of events 
called Re-Public which took place in the context of Kiasma Museum’s URB Festival. Since creating permanent 
pieces on the Baana was not possible, you decided to do the street-art piece by using big prints on paper. 
Can you discuss more about the process of creating and realising the piece on the Baana? Do you usually 
raise locally relevant issues in your practice, such as the crimes of Nokia in the Finnish case?

G: The process was a little nuts. First I made the drawings in my sketchbook; had them scanned in and printed 
big on a large-scale black and white printer. Then, with the help of many assistants, started coloring in circu-
lar patterns using markers. This actually took the bulk of the time to do. Maybe three whole weeks of coloring 
(if I remember correctly) working from morning till evening. The drawing was a comic strip, so I wanted the 
colors to emulate that comic strip aesthetic. Lastly they were pasted up on the Baana wall, using wheat-paste, 
which brought a whole new set of logistics.

Doing locally relevant issues is a main part of my practice. Rarely will I go someplace and present a work of art 
that is not locally relevant in some way, be it on the street or inside the gallery.
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MM: Your work was among the first street-art pieces ever made on the “Baana” — which, to explain, is a car-
go-rail track, converted into a cycling and sports-path, that runs straight through central Helsinki. Your piece 
was one bridge down the line from the artists in RE-PUBLIC – Russian Art in the Streets. Many of the other 
artists also addressed problems well beyond their country of origin. Roman Minin’s huge piece of Edward 
Snowden made of A4 print-outs of the whistleblower’s “leaks” was taken up by global TV channels for just that 
reason. Why is it important to have works like this in public space?

G: Well, big companies such as Nokia have more access to advertising in public space. And whereas criticism 
of global corporations tends to only exist in the occasional newspaper article, magazine, or blog, it is import-
ant to have that discourse in public space as well. It’s unfair for public space to be completely unavailable for 
any counterargument, while being very much available to those with money. I feel it would be quite a shame 
to have the opportunity to present artwork in public space, and then only use it to do something completely 
decorative without some kind of content that can counter what typically exists in public space.

MM: Your residency at HIAP in August 2013 was through the On the Move programme. You made con-
tact with locally relevant figures including the street artist known as Sampsa. Later on you co-initiated the 
#SisiWarCrimes campaign with him. Sampsa stated that the regime of President Sisi declared you a terrorist 
and had accused you of working for the Muslim Brotherhood. The Muslim Brotherhood had been banned 
as a terrorist organisation after Sisi overthrew the Morsi regime in a bloodbath – the Rabaa Massacre, which 
the campaign’s hashtag referred to. As a result of the (completely false) accusations about you, you were 
forced to flee Egypt in May 2014. You currently live in New York. What were the reasons for starting the 
#SisiWarCrimes campaign? What is happening with the campaign right now? 

G: Saying I was accused of being affiliated with the [Muslim] Brotherhood is one thing, but saying I was “de-
clared a terrorist” is something else entirely. I understand that Sampsa may have communicated it that way, 
as doing so could only garner artists such as ourselves more media interest and attention. But telling lies or 
exaggerating situations just to get a little publicity is not something I’m at all interested in. Which is one of 
the reasons why the #SisiWarCrimes campaign with Sampsa came to an end. The core reason for starting 
the campaign to begin with was to draw attention to crimes committed by Sisi, through the consolidation of 
street-art efforts around the world, not to draw attention to ourselves as street-artists. But it seemed the cam-
paign was doing very little of the former and much more of the latter.

ON THE MOVE

Image by Liisa Takala © Helsingin Sanomat
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KHALED JARRAR
PALESTINE

ON THE MOVE

Khaled sought volunteers , of all ages and types. With a little help from his friends, nearly 50 volunteers gath-
ered on Lasipalatsi Square, August 26, 2014. As a former bodyguard of President Arafat, of the PLO / Palestinian 
Authority, Jarrar had no difficulty putting these volunteers through an accelerated training programme, and 
soon they were seen marching in military formation through the streets of Helsinki. The performative ac-
tion started at 6:30 pm August 26, in Helsinki, in front of the Old Student House. Passing through the central 
streets and thoroughfares, the march eventually culminated at the focal point of Lasipalatsi Square.

Here Jarrar gave the order for his platoon of volunteers to stop. They found themselves standing face-to-face 
with an installation of 50 uniforms, hung in army formation by strings and pink hangers, like puppets on a 
puppeteer’s strings.

Jarrar’s troops obeyed. For many long minutes, the audience watched as they stood without cover in a drizzle 
that became driving rain. Until the first "soldier" simply marched off. Minutes later the second volunteer-sol-
dier threw her beret into the puddle at her feet, and made off in loud rebuke, even encouraging others to join 
her. Yet many stayed, and stayed. When the artist-commander himself left the formation, showing his disobe-
dience to his own order, the game was up.

Yet here the work took on a life of its own. The notion of obedience — feeling compelled to follow an authority, 
an order, the rules — can be profound. Perhaps it is loyalty to a higher concept, something that instills respect 
or love. But unfortunately it is often blind. It lasts long after it has lost its truth. And here too, until the very 
end, one remaining soldier-volunteer proudly refused to "disobey orders". He was also perhaps the young-
est among them.

In this way, going beyond his own expectations, Jarrar’s performative action questioned the military regi-
mentation of the body, mass obedience, and programmed behaviour. Implicitly it raised questions of the 
responsibility of the individual, and the case for resistance and civil or military disobedience. These questions 
bear special significance in conflict situations, in which orders may involve committing war crimes, such as in 
the wars which have scarred the artists' home in Palestine / Israel.

Khaled Jarrar
By Ivor Stodolsky

Curated by Perpetuum Mobile

The Palestinian artist Khaled Jarrar’s practice in photography, film, video, and what one might call 
his new “performative actions” are often critical interrogations of their own location, audiences, and 
their political context. His art has focussed on the problematic situation in his native country, par-
ticularly the question of recognition of the State of Palestine. However, not exclusively. In Helsinki, 
Jarrar has used his artistic practice as a means of thinking about the questions involving inequality, 
conflict, militarism, nationhood, home, and belonging more generally.

For BACK TO (THE) SQUARE 1, Khaled carried out a performative action called Hunger Wall, in which he and 
volunteers wove a wall out of bread, separating (in symbolic fashion in a time of austerity) those who have, and 
do not have, access to the most basic foodstuffs. The wall was made of Finnish round-bread and connectors, 
attached to a wooden frame — thus covering the "mouth" of the Baana as it opens to the public space between 
Kiasma and the new Music Hall. This was the first such “performative action” by the artist. On being invited 
back for TO THE SQUARE 2, he was soon thinking of a new, even larger-scale, intervention in public space.

However, Khaled Jarrar’s participation in On The Move programme was living proof for how free movement is 
not guaranteed for artists in a world riven by strife. As The Art Newspaper reported on August 8, 2014:

The Palestinian artist Khaled Jarrar wants to travel to Helsinki this week to prepare a large-scale piece com-
prising “50 volunteers in a performative action” taking place across the city. But the Israeli Security Agency 
(Shin Bet) has banned Jarrar from leaving Israel until September first, say the project curators, Ivor Stodolsky 
and Marita Muukkonen of Perpetuum Mobilε, who insist that the work, part of  TO THE SQUARE 2 project, 
will proceed “no matter what”. “Jarrar is working with the leading Israeli human rights lawyer Lea Tsmeal re-
garding his situation...”

Luckily, perhaps due to the growing Finnish and international media attention his travel-ban restrictions  (with 
the help of the Finnish minister giving notice of a plan to take issue with the case)  were lifted by the Israeli 
Security Agency. Jarrar was able to take part in TO THE SQUARE 2 after all, and his new performance 
Dis- / Obey was ambitious. 
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Images by Tuomas LaasanenKhaled Jarrar 
Hunger Wall,2014
Performative action
BACK TO (THE) SQUARE 1
Baana, Helsinki
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Khaled Jarrar
Dis- / Obey (detail) of 50 uniforms Installation
Background wooden construction by ZIP Group (RU) / On the Move
TO THE SQUARE 2
Lasipatsi Square, Helsinki

Images by Tuomas Laasanen

Khaled Jarrar
Dis- / Obey, 2014
Performative action 
TO THE SQUARE 2
Lasipatsi Square, Helsinki

ON THE MOVE
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ISSA TOUMA
SYRIA

NORDIC FRESH AIR

Memories of Dead Cities / Syria
Interview by Marita Muukkonen

Photographer Issa Touma (SY) was in-residence in Suomenlinna for the "Nordic Fresh Air" pro-
gramme, autumn 2014. The programme is directed towards art professionals at risk for violations 
of freedom of expression, or speech, or for practitioners who need a “break” from a difficult context 
in their home countries. In 2014 art practitioners hosted by the programme were leading sing-
er of Tahrir Square Ramy Essam (Cairo) and Issa Touma (Aleppo). The Nordic Fresh Air residencies 
at HIAP are curated by Marita Muukkonen of Perpetuum Mobilε. Issa Touma's "Memories of Dead 
Cities / Syria" was exhibited during his residence at TR1 Kunsthalle, Tampere, which took us to the 
streets of Aleppo before, and amid, the war zone. The exhibition later travelled to Graz Austria. 

MM: Issa, your photographs capture the everyday life of Aleppo Syria, in the midst of a war zone. Why did you 
decided to stay in Aleppo, unlike many other artists and intellectuals who have left Syria?

ISSA: I was unsure in the beginning about my decision to stay, especially when many of my close friends are in 
the West. Since 2012, they offer to house me and help me survive the war. Because I was always close to the 
street people of Aleppo, it was hard for me to do this without trying to help —  to find some way to call attention 
to the people suffering. All sides try to hide this from the news, so that they can plan dirty political agendas.

I think artists participating in international Art Camping, and photo festivals, help people in the West see a big 
part of the reality which is: Syrian conflicts cannot be freedom war, when you plan your war between civilians.
My decision to stay helps many others to stay as well. Today, after my return from Finland, artists and other 
people tell me: “With your coming back we have more hope for the future because no one returns after they 
travel West”.

MM: We worked for a year to organise your visa to come for a three month residency in Helsinki, autumn 
2014. What does this difficult visa procedure mean to you? How did the residency influence your artistic 
practice and the annual international photography festival you organise in Aleppo? How do you manage to 
organise a photo festival in the middle of a war? You have organised it every year, except for 2013, despite 
the political situation.

Issa: Yes sure, because of the war, I knew it would be difficult for you and I know everyone at HIAP worked 
very hard to make the visa office trust to give the visa. I am a new face in Finland, and they don’t know me 
well. Afterwards, despite receiving my visa, the embassy asked (in a friendly way), “Are you really going back 
to Syria after three months?”. I replied, “I always do”.

When I was invited as a juror for the Backlight Festival, it was a good opportunity to meet  international and 
local curators and photographers. In our many meetings, we talked about the war and the civilians who suffer 
in Syria. I were shocked to discover how interested they were to know, and how the media in many Western 
countries was not telling them the truth. That is why almost everyone liked to come to support the Aleppo 
International Photo Festival. This years festival carries the artists and festival together in support of Syrian civil-
ian life. This grants a chance to Syrian civilians to stop the affront to peaceful art work.

MM: You told me in Helsinki that true stories are on the streets, not in the media. How can art contrast the 
stories in the media and tell truths? How do you do it in your own art practice and in your festival in Aleppo?  

Issa: Yes they are in the streets, always the streets show the reality. With all the power of Western media, we 
were efficiently able to show the reality and inform the public about what’s going on. Most of the time we 
were swimming against the current, challenging many of the big international policies, medias, and secret 
agencies. With only some volunteers we had our voice, and time revealed (after four years of war) we were 
right. I smile sometimes when I see some hopeless politicians and famous journalists use our words like: “3rd 
side” in Syria and “oppositions war is not freedom war”. Change can start only when you educate women in 
the middle east. There is a long list of things that need to be done. I do not try to photograph the war, I try to 
tell stories of the lives of these people, and I do not like them to become simply “dead numbers” in the news
.

About Issa Touma
Issa Touma is a self-taught photographer who lives and works in Aleppo Syria. Finding himself isolated from 
the international art world and photography scene, he established in 1992 Black and White Gallery; the first 
photography gallery in the Middle East. After its closure in 1996, Touma founded Le Pont, an independent art 
organisation and gallery which promotes freedom of expression and stimulates the local art scene through in-
ternational events. In 1997 Le Pont organised the first iteration of the International Photography Gathering, in 
Aleppo, one of the first international contemporary photography events in the Middle East.
 
In spring 2012, Le Pont Art Organisation initiated Art Camping workshops, which attempt to counter the 
violence of the insurgency with artistic interventions around Aleppo. In 2006 Touma served as the artistic con-
sultant for the exhibition Images of Syria at Moestings Hus, Copenhagen. He continues to work as a renowned 
art photographer and curator in the midst of the chaos of contemporary Syria.
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Issa Touma
Christian Celebration
Black and white photograph
TR1, Tampere
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Issa Touma
Opening of the Ba'ath Party Building, 1996
Black and white photograph 
TR1, Tampere
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TOKAMAK
RUSSIA

CONNECTING POINTS

The Tokamak recipe-gatherings in Suomenlinna (2010 –2014)

By Emily Newman co-signed by Olga Jitlina

“Tokamak,” one of the only words I know that looks the same in Russian and English, is the name of a nuclear 
fusion reactor which, according to a certain wide-eyed understanding, is capable of turning water into elec-
tricity. It was invented by a Soviet amateur physicist just after WWII and is currently being developed towards 
actualisation at several large-scale installations around the world. (Really! Look up ITER if you don’t believe 
me.) I learned about the Tokamak when I saw a small wooden model of one on top of a closet at the home of a 
St. Petersburg painter, Evgenia Golant. Her father had built one of the most knowledge-yielding experimental 
Tokamaks in Leningrad in the 1960s and worked on it through the ‘90s. The one I saw was an elaborate con-
tainer for a bottle of whiskey which Golant’s staff presented to him as a birthday present.

The Tokamak residency follows the poetic logic of the reactor in that it brings ordinary “elements” into isola-
tion. Think of the HIAP residency on the island of Suomenlinna as a kind of reverse open-air chamber where 
the “elements” are the artists. The residency tweaks conditions in the hope of creating an explosion. The proj-
ect has changed in formal approach, but the effect has remained constant; each year since 2010, a group of 
artists, primarily from St. Petersburg-people who probably think they’ve known each other for years — stumble 
from the night bus, somehow find their way to the HIAP residency on Suomenlinna, and collapse. A few hours 
later, they float into the courtyard, just beginning to absorb the beauty and stillness of the place, and encoun-
ter something else unexpected: familiar faces.

However it happens — 20 meters off the rocks, in the middle of the sea, or in the course of an all-day conversa-
tion inside a cozy studio — a sort of transcendental high settles on the group, leaving us in a condition to do the 
work of the Tokamak. Between ten days and three weeks, we let our ideas knock against each other’s and ob-
tain as many reactions as possible. We bring this information back to St. Petersburg and get back to normal life.

Why does a residency for St. Petersburg artists need to be located in Helsinki? Can’t you do it in Russia?

By bumping people just over the border and into the “World”, the group suddenly has one obvious thing in 
common: to put it bluntly, we are all artists who work and live in Russia, while just the day before we arrived, 
we might have defined ourselves in completely different terms and, quite possibly, in opposition to one other.
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The inescapability of this fact, bolstered by the presence of visitors who join our group from Helsinki and else-
where, prompts us to ask important questions.

For example:

1) What are the conditions and reasons for making art in Russia?

2) For that matter, what are the conditions and reasons for making art outside of Russia, or at all?!

3) Do these particular conditions and motivations lead to the production of work that can even be discussed 
in a global context? If there are points of similarity between our works and the works of international col-
leagues — formal, conceptual, or in terms of approach and critical contexts — should this not be surprising, 
assuming that the motivations and conditions are quite different?

When the Tokamak project started, I saw it as an opportunity to engage with young Russian artists in the kind 
of sustained critiques I had been taught to tolerate while studying at CalArts under Michael Asher, who was 
famous for the 24-hour crit. It was my feeling at that time, after teaching art in St. Petersburg for 3 years,that 
the absence of institutionalised dialogue between artist-peers was problematic in the Russian art-educational 
system. The result of this absence (which is not only a problem in Russia) is that artists make successful and un-
successful works without developing a strategic approach, or knowing how to anticipate a viewer’s response. 
Rather, it’s hit or miss each time. They “piss in a pot,” as one local curator commented during an artist’s talk 
at Smolny College in St P, “and bring it to a curator to tell him if it’s good or bad”. (He thought this was a cute 
phenomenon.)

I want to help artists make work that realise their intentions. Experimentation is fantastic and can yield surpris-
es, but the results should be analysed, understood and incorporated into the next work. I agree with Alfredo 
Jaar who recently said, during a talk at the School for Engaged Art in St. Petersburg, that art is about the view-
er’s response. If the response isn’t within an acceptable range of what you intended, the work has failed. 
Perhaps it could be said that this is an imperialist project and that I’m some kind of cultural arms seller. But — as 
Gluklya Pershina explained to her Dutch partner during their visit to Tokamak — the approach I was using had 
come to me in a round-about way from St. Petersburg and the Russian avant-garde. It was they who defined 
the terms for the critical tradition, which was later picked up in the West just as it was being shelved in the 
East. I have three wishes for the Tokamak: that we work to define art in relation to the fields that surround it; 
that art should occupy a discrete territory apart from other fields (such as entertainment or design); and that 
art be critical in the sense that it adheres to the terms set by the avant-garde establishment. (To some, that 
may position me not as a radical, but as an extreme conservative).

On the island, we try to create ideal conditions for pure critique:

We have nothing else to preoccupy us. A lull in conversation might be an indication that there is more to talk 
about, rather than a stopping point (although if the weather is good it’s hard not to run off for a swim).

We trust in the community — something that emerges from time spent together. We take each other’s work into 
our hands and, because we are not here for just an hour, we don’t bother piling on the complimentary associ-
ations and interpretations. We shake the work vigorously till it falls apart, and examine where the breaks occur. 
Then we can discuss how those weak points could be strengthened to better serve the artists' intentions.

We give as much to the group as the group gives to us. Nobody can be silent in a corner, and nobody can 
sleep late. (Of course this happens, but those who participate fully are often invited back the next summer)!

One year, towards the end of the time allotted and perhaps deluded by the idyllic atmosphere, we began to 
see the same themes and purposes in all of our work. We decided that the next summer we would all come 
back with our parents because, in trying to agree on who artists make work for, we concluded that in our 
cases, it was mainly for them. (It was a thought evoked by Anya Maysyuk’s self portraits, topless, with parents. 
Luckily we came to our senses and didn’t bring our parents the next year). 

Another summer, it was declared hotly that we were a nudist colony (not literally) and not an artists’ residen-
cy. A frantic attempt to explain and refute this notion took up the last few days of discussion.

Yet another summer, we tried to make work rather than just talk. With some of the Tokamak participants who 
come most summers, including Olga Jitlina, Sasha Kazantsev and Megan Snowe, we developed a compli-
cated program allowing one person to direct the rest of the group in producing a single artwork each day. 
While we envisioned the program as a means towards understanding the trend towards harmonious collec-
tivization — the initiative was a fiasco. Participants flat out refused to help realise projects that they didn’t feel 
worked. We reverted to our all-day critiques.

Last year, the weather was so good that we spent most of our time imitating walruses and seals on the rocks 
and in the sea. This was also the year that Manifesta happened in St. Petersburg, that Russia annexed Crimea, 
and mounted the Olympics in the shadow of the “gay law.”

Tokamak, and the supportive network that is HIAP, help us to answer one of the above questions: What are the 
conditions and reasons for making art in Russia? The answer is simple and amazing to outsiders. We make art 
because in Russia this is possibly the ONLY means of occupying a public platform outside of the mainstream. 

In light of this fact, artists need to know what they’re doing. They need to practise their technique on test au-
diences made up of peers, both local and foreign. They need critique, to hone their technique, and they need 
organisations like HIAP that understand and nurture projects like ours.

CONNECTING POINTS
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El RANCHITO FINLAND
FINLAND / SPAIN

El Ranchito Focus Finland
The public exhibition of the results of El Ranchito Finland / Spain 
Matadero Madrid – Contemporary Art Centre
Madrid, Spain

Images by Miguel de Guzman

El Ranchito Finland 

El Ranchito Finland brought together a cross-disciplinary group of Finnish and Spanish artists in residencies in 
Matadero, Madrid and HIAP, Helsinki. The collective residency started in the form of a reading group around 
the themes of acceleration and dispersion: the participants got together to investigate these questions per-
tinent to creative practices today regarding immaterial labour. In time, each participant or group went on to 
negotiate these themes through their unique artistic approaches. The residencies culminated in exhibitions 
of new works by the artists. After an intense period of on-site work, scents, poetry, performative gestures, 
sculpture, installations, ceramics, and video filled the exhibition spaces in both two cities.

The artists selected by Matadero Madrid and Frame to participate in the programme were (from Finland) Essi 
Kausalainen, Mikko Kuorinki, Jaakko Pallasvuo and Nestori Syrjälä, and (from Spain) elii, Espada y Monleón, 
Kiko Pérez and María Salgado. The collective residency at Matadero Madrid was in January–February 2014 and 
the resulting exhibition was shown in February –March. At HIAP, the artists were in residence in September–
October 2014, with the exhibition at Gallery Augusta taking place in October 2014.

El Ranchito Finland was co-produced by Matadero Madrid, AECID, Ibero-American Institute of Finland, 
Embassy of Finland, Madrid, HIAP, and Frame Visual Art Finland.

El Ranchito Finland was curated by Manuela Villa (Matadero Madrid) in collaboration with Taru Elfving (Frame 
Visual Art Finland). In the context of the residencies at HIAP, the artists' work was supported by the HIAP resi-
dencies and exhibition staff.

EL RANCHITO FINLAND
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ELII [ARCHITECTURE OFFICE]
SPAIN

elii : architects Uriel Fogué Herreros, Eva Gil Lopesino, and Carlos Palacios Rodriguez

elii’s work during these six weeks of residency at HIAP focused on three main projects: one book (What is 
Home Without a Mother) and two films (The architectures of Robinson Crusoe: the movie and 067 Didomestic 
Every House is a Theater). 

One part of the project that elii has developed during its residency at HIAP consisted in a research on some 
classic domestic spaces, not usually included in architecture histories, but that can be considered as true lab-
oratories of domesticity. Although many of these cases do not belong to the Modern architecture imaginary, 
they explore some radical displays of domestic configurations and behaviours that render and spatialize plau-
sible dwellings as experimental settings, that need to be studied on detail (Case studies: El hotel electrico, 
Segundo de Chomon, 1908, The Scarecrow, Buster Keaton, 1920 and The Electric House, Buster Keaton, 1922). 

The final result of these works is a book called What is Home Without a Mother that reinscribes these architec-
ture laboratories within the critical framework of the architecture canon, seeking to interrogate hegemonic 
and taken for granted, models of Modern and Contemporary domesticity.

We study and draw the main plans and sections of these three case study homes and publish this book that 
collects all this technical information, including a short essay explaining the relevance of these cases and all 
the drawings that have be produced during the stay at HIAP.

The other part of the work consisted in the production of two short films: The architectures of Robinson 
Crusoe: the movie and 067 · Didomestic Every House is a Theater. The premier was exhibited October 10, 
2014 and it took place at Gallery Augusta, Suomenlinna.

EL RANCHITO FINLAND
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  Orality_Suomenlinna_sept/oct 014_10/10/014

the first part of  Ranchito residency, I’ve been working with orality/oral materiality.  

 been working with some oral texts I once recorded. I have transcribed those tapes and I have 
manipulated these transcriptions in order to get a little bit of  poetry from/among/with them, 
or rather a little bit of  consciousness of  the poetic language in which these texts are made. 

 en also collecting & collaging many sentences from the internet. Internet is a language. It is a 
vernacular language. Even though it looks like mostly written, it seems to me that it is mostly 
spoken. Sometimes it is spoken through audios & videos; sometimes it is spoken through writ-
ing. But it is mostly written speech. It is not an oral language exactly, but an oralized writing it 
is. Does this make any sense?

to go see sentences. I like to go seeing phrases. I like to go to see sentences. I like going seeing sen-

tences. Does this make any sense? I don’t know how to write this sentence in English. I don’t know 
how to pronounce it. “This may be acceptable to an AE speaker but not in BE”. This is correct. 
“This is very awkward and not at all idiomatic”. This is correct. I like. Go seeing sentences. Go to go 
to seeing sentences. Phrases. I like to go to see sentences. I like going seeing phrases. I like go see-

ing sentences. I don’t know how to write this sentence. But we don’t. But we don’t speak English 
as our first language. But I love. But I love reading Gertrude Stein. But I love to go reading Stein on 
a sunny day. But I don’t know how to write this sentence I want to write. I like going see sentences. 
Being seated watching sentences passing by. Making them sound. Making us sound. Making us lis-

ten making them sound. Go see them being made sound. Go seeing them being made rephrased. 
Does this make any sense?

 sentences sometimes become verses. Not prayers, verses. Laic-saint verses. A verse is memory. 
A verse is a unity of  language that you remember. A unity of  memory is a verse. Since Poetry ex-
ists. If  you can’t remember it, then it is not a verse. A good verse is memorable. Even though it 
looks hardly memorable, you will remember a good verse. It can be metrical but not memora-

ble and then it is not a verse. It can just be just an ordinary sentence out of  a poem. When you 
pick it and remove it from discourse and introduce it into any other course of  language, any 
other river, it becomes a verse. Maybe verses or sentences don’t have to belong to poems anymore. 
Maybe they don’t have to happen inside poems any more; or not necessarily. 

Notes on 

1 .  Since

3 . I have

5. I’ve  be

7. I like

9. Some

 2 .

4.

6.

8.

Image by Tuomas Laasanen

MARÍA SALGADO
SPAIN

EL RANCHITO FINLAND
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ESPADA Y MONLEÓN
SPAIN

Víveres 

Espada y Monleón is María Espada and Carlos Monleón, two artists and gastronomes who have been work-
ing together on the materiality of food and scent for the last six years. Their project, Víveres, developed while 
on a pilgrimage to various meteorite impact sites across Finland such as Lappajärvi and Keurusselkä. The 
Keurusselkä lake resulted from elevation caused by an impact which has since eroded. The forest is roughly at 
the centre of the impact, which occurred 1.15 thousand million years ago. Espada y Monleón presented the 
development of their trip in Gallery Augusta, in collaboration with the Suomenlinna ceramicist Soile Paasonen, 
alongside the other participants of El Ranchito residency, Helsinki.

EL RANCHITO FINLAND

Scent Refuge, 2014 
Keurusselkä
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Espada y Monleón 
Scent Refuge, 2014
Keurusselkä

Espada y Monleón
Planetary skins (i) Lake / Land / Lake (detail), 2014
Gallery Augusta

EL RANCHITO FINLAND
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BORA HONG
SOUTH KOREA

Curatorial Residency for Unexpected Encounters 

In the Dardenne brothers movie Two Days, One Night, Sandra (played by Marion Cotillard) draws upon her 
courage to have tête-à-têtes with colleagues for two consecutive days in order to persuade them to vote for her 
reinstatement. During those tough two days, she learns about each person’s different circumstance or standing, 
which unexpectedly gives her the will to move on with her life, even after she fails to win the vote.

Given a curatorial residency is primarily for researching future projects, some people might question the need 
to travel in this world of boundless online information. Well it’s somehow true, but then just as Sandra did in 
the movie, the old school meet-in-person or hang-out (not the Google Hangouts) with real people, with flesh 
and bone, leads you to an opening of new perspectives, even if you sometimes feel weary meeting different 
people with different agendas and ideas.

If I am asked about my expertise in art, I always consider the primary existential question of "who am I?" I'm in-
terested in the notion of social and personal space in art— how people meet and create a sort of "friendship" via 
collaborative efforts in artistic production. I have spent significant amounts of time organising public art com-
missions and international exchanges and I was also in the stage of changing direction towards something new 
by the time I began the HIAP curatorial residency last November — mixing production, activating archives and 
social events alongside exhibitions.

Based upon my diverse interests in community driven, communicative, challenging and socially engaged artis-
tic practices, I met with many art professionals and saw various performances and public events such as Moving 
in November and Baltic Circle. These gave me a “Sandra” moment, confirming that "personal encounters" and 
"bodily experiences" are the true forces behind the changes we want to see in this world. 

The Make Art Policy Summit (part of the 2014 Baltic Circle festival) left us with so much more to discuss after 
the event. Truly a new approach to participatory and interdisciplinary art practice, the Summit opened up a 
new possibility for heated discourses on the current critical issues among artists, cultural producers, and pol-
icy makers in a theatrical setting yet keeping the mood festive. Rather anticipated issues concerning funding 
cuts in art in general due to Finland’s current economic stagnation as well as more specific issues like "artist 
fees" or "artists’ welfare" were discussed in the Summit (though I understood only so much because of con-
fusing translation). The discussion on artist fees somehow inspired me to make a decision to “act” on this 
issue back in Korea.

I have been working with the Korea Cultural Policy Institute to develop policy around artist fees; in fact, we 
are in the final stages of making an "artist fee" guideline for different art institutions. As a pilot study, MMCA 
(National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art) will implement the guideline for their fall exhibition 
programme. Well, who would have known that I would be involved in cultural policy making related to artist 
fees? I just happened to be in Helsinki at that specific time, meeting some quality people — the only thing you 
need to realise is that a change is needed.

ARKO CURATOR RESIDENCY PROGRAMME

Image by Tuomas Laasanen
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JOONAS SIREN
FINLAND

Sustained Magic 

February 15. 2015 Free Art Space, Helsinki

Sound installation 

I have vivid memories of the trip to see Jurassic Park in the Autumn 1993.

Before the movie started, after the mandatory commercials and trailers, there was a sound.

I can’t remember if it was the first time I heard it, but I know I heard it then and many times afterwards.

The sound was magical.

A loud, glorious synthesizer drone, gliding from a low note to a high one, approaching almost physical.

It was accompanied by the bright, metallic, and futuristic letters T H X.

I fell in love with that sound.

THX was a quality assurance system built by Lucas Arts corporation. During the 90's many film theaters in 
Helsinki adopted the standard, but during the 00's it lost its relevance and the sound was not heard anymore.

Sustained Magic is a sound installation based on a time stretched THX sound. The sound is stretched to two 
hours, an average length of a movie.

Sometimes going into movies was less about the movie itself than to be able to hear that sound again.

Sustained Magic is my own personal aural remembrance of that period of life.

ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS STUDIO SPACE RESIDENCY
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Approaching the Fourth Dimension
By Katie Lenanton

Reflecting upon Joonas Siren's "Sustained Magic"

When a sense is momentarily impaired, others may be weakened but also heightened. Listening from within 
the depths of blackened cave helps us to visualise space. Disoriented without the help of vision and mo-
mentarily adrift in the prickling black surrounds, we nevertheless move and sense the parameters of our 
environment through the conduit of bouncing sounds. As Diane Erman notes, “what we call sound is really an 
onrushing, cresting and withdrawing wave of air molecules that begins with movement”. As we move, our ears 
see, search, navigate, and remember. When enhanced and made primary, our hearing can situate us within 
both knowable and unknown dimensions.

The recent work of Joonas Siren (FI) helps us to veer close to this state. Awarded a HIAP residency after grad-
uating from the Finnish Academy of Fine Arts in 2013, Siren has balanced sound installation projects with 
music-making that is largely improvised, performative, and collaborative. A spirit of experimentation pervades 
much of his work, resulting in actions that challenge and abstract acoustic conventions while investigating how 
nostalgia can be embodied within the sonic realm.

Sustained Magic was a sound installation realised in the underground bunker of Kallio’s Vapaan Taiteen Tila 
(Space for Free Arts) during his HIAP residency. When reflecting upon his aural memories that continued to 
resonate, Siren turned to the THX quality assurance system. Developed by George Lucas’ Arts Corporation, it 
was a proposed sound quality standard by which cinema audio should adhere. After the advertisements and 
trailers ended but before the film would start, a tinny synthesised drone would start slowly niggling, its fre-
quencies accumulating from small to large until it reached an affirmative crescendo that would envelop the 
theatre before abruptly concluding.

I listened to a THX sound bite prior to entering Sustained Magic and was immediately transported back to the 
movie theatres of my childhood, replete with salty popcorn, heavy air and mild nausea from front row neck 
strains. It sounded like a plasmatic mass moving slowly forward, pinning you into a dead end as it gradually 
filled the space. This quality is amplified in Siren’s work, which sees the sound slowed down and stretched to 
last the average two hour length of a film. Upon entering the lightless bunker in the work’s midway point, it be-
came apparent that THX was currently abstracted to such a point that it was only fleetingly familiar. It became 
visceral and bodily, disorientingly heightening our relationship to the imperceptible interior space. Its iconic 
tones became sludgy though recognisable as it built to its maximum. 

The work shifts perception across multiple levels. There is a quality that is both limiting and limitless. In the 
dark, consumed by the act of listening, it becomes apparent that we hear what we seek, while the unheard is 
present but inscrutable. As sound stretches and becomes infinite, we approach the possibility of understand-
ing how to momentarily inhabit time. The fourth dimension can be seen without vision when we are moored 
within this context. Adrift in what seems like endless wandering, our dominant senses are deprived while oth-
ers are enhanced. The jolt of iPhone torchlight provides us with sudden facts that we had momentarily done 
without.

Almost two decades ago Stuart Hall and Raymond Williams analysed how personal audio devices became 
an interface through which we mediated our engagement with the world. Sitting on the metro listening to 
music, we have the capacity to publicly position ourselves in a private space. Through Sustained Magic, 
Siren has flipped this dynamic to create something of an antisocial social space, an aural environment 
in which the shared experience is solitary. Walking slowly through blackness, we can sense almost in-
discernible movements and understand we are not alone. However the lines of communication remain 
disconnected, and this temporary sensory deprivation gives way to pleasurable communal isolation and 
sometimes dissonant sounds. 

ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS STUDIO SPACE RESIDENCY
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Gørin Wallin 
Performance
Tonight April 4, 2014
Suomenlinna

Tonight – Performance Art for the Sleepless

"Tonight" is a series of performance art events organised by Tomasz Szrama and Liina Kuittinen to-
gether with HIAP, from April 2014 onwards. The event happens during the night-time within and 
adjacent to Gallery Augusta on the Suomenlinna Island. The Programme of Tonight starts at midnight 
and continues until the first ferry of the morning at 6 am. "Tonight" takes advantage of chance, and 
sets the venue in time and place most suitable for presenting and receiving performance art.

Performance art operates in the realm of the present moment and often leaves no traces behind. As a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site the Fortress of Suomenlinna is officially protected from acts of time, which 
make it seem permanent. These two extremes expose each other without distracting or needing to compete. 

During the night hours time is experienced in a very physical way. Every passing hour reveals a new state of 
exhaustion. As changes in light and symptoms of the body indicate the time passing, the dramaturgy of the 
event is built almost by itself. The location also exposes the circulation of the year so that each event has its 
own specific atmosphere.

In April we were freezing together with Juha Valkeapää on a stormy cliff. Inari Virmakoski showed us the sun-
rise by the sea in July. We still wonder how Sabotanic Garden convinced the summer night to lay the mist on 
their stage exactly at the right moment. Paul Couillard took advantage of the darkness in December to fulfill 
his fantasy and Christina Georgiou’s work was slowly appearing together with the spring morning. 

Tonight brings the local performance art scene together with internationally active artists in a context of curi-
osity and artistic independence. Artists are invited to present what is urgent for their practice as performance 
artists, and no suggestions or directions are given. Because of the nature of the medium, participants often 
choose to work with a specific moment of the night and in dialogue with the surroundings. The Audience 
of Tonight witnesses the takeover of space and time, one that would never have been possible in a conven-
tional gallery or theatre context. 

During its first year Tonight has made possible the actualisation of over 40 artworks. Tonight is a place for 
artists to show, witness, and exchange experiences, and for artworks to develop in direct contact with the 
viewer. Performance needs a site and an audience to exist and Tonight wants to offer that.

HIAP has been presenting live art since 2007 in its galleries and other locations. During the year 2014 Tonight 
was the only regularly organised performance art event in the capital area.

The fourth Tonight was organised in Mad House Helsinki. PERFO! from Tampere and T.E.H.D.A.S. togeth-
er with Pori Art Museum invited Tonight for visits as well, so October event expanded into a tour. Year 2015 
will take Tonight all the way to Spain as an exchange collaboration with Madrid based Accion!MAD festival 
and in 2016 the event will take place on the Toronto Islands. It seems that Tonight is able to move and take 
different shapes to find the way to survive.

PERFORMANCE

TONIGHT
TRANSNATIONAL
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Christina Georgiou 
Performance, duration 4 hours
Eternal return #6
Tonight May 23, 2014
Suomenlinna

Oliver Whitehead
Poetry reading
Tonight August 25, 2014
The bastion tunnel, Suomenlinna

Images by Antti Ahonen

PERFORMANCE
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Sabotanic Garden 
Performance
Tonight August 25, 2014
Suomenlinna

PERFORMANCE

Inari Virmakoski 
Performance
Tonight August 25, 2014
Suomenlinna
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PICNIC ON THE EDGE
AUSTRALIA / FINLAND

Picnic on the Edge

A four stage project run by Zodiak Center for New Dance and Campbelltown Arts Centre with the 
support of the Australia Council for the Arts and Dance Info Finland and in collaboration with Critical 
Path and HIAP. Launched in 2013, the project has involved a series of residencies and exchanges 
between Australian and Finnish artists, in both Campbelltown and Helsinki. Each exchange involves 
a diverse suite of activities and outcomes, from studio time to getting to know the local fields of art 
and culture, public performances to critical discussions.

Host Artists, Jane McKernan (AU) and Maija Hirvanen (FI) have joined Lizzie Thomson (AU), Tim Darbyshire 
(AU), Satu Herrala (FI) and Jarkko Partanen (FI) to exchange ideas, artistic works and approaches to making 
work over the exchange periods. The artists, and the respective venues, act as hosts on their ‘home’ ground, 
introducing the visiting artists to peers, venues, work and networks during their stays, and promoting both 
their existing work and new work created as a result of the exchange.

The project focuses on exchange as both the means and subject of research. What do we exchange? Why 
would we exchange? The artists explore notions of identity — locally, nationally and internationally  — while 
exploring synergies, similarities and differences in practices and artistic works. They investigate relations be-
tween the individual and group body, as well as the locality of the body that is specific to dance.

Stage One
The focus of Stage One was on sharing and responding to one another’s practices.

Stage Two
The emphasis for this stage was on sharing and re-working previous work.

Stage Three
Artists' shared works that are currently being developed  — some were almost complete, some still seeds or 
fragments of ideas.

Stage Four (the timing to be confirmed) will focus on developing new work out of the project.

Image by Chris Frape
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HIAP hosted Julie Delporte, Julia Thorell and Marijpol via the CUNE Comics-in-Residence Program, 
as well as Tuomas Tiainen through a working space residency. The CUNE comic artists focused on 
producing new works with the Finnish Comics Society.

JULIA THORELL
SWEDEN

The studio, 2014
Watercolour on paper

JULIE DELPORTE
CANADA / FRANCE

Journal, 2014
Colour pencils and watercolour on paper 

CUNE COMICS-IN-RESIDENCE
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MARIJPOL
GERMANY

Surprise Party For A Hermit, 2014
Comics
Pencil and chalk on paper

CUNE COMICS-IN-RESIDENCE

TUOMAS TIAINEN
FINLAND

Jenny, 2014
Comics
Felt-tip pen and ink on paper
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AUSTRALIA
Karen Cunningham // Australian Artists Programme
Tim Darbyshire // Zodiak / Campbelltown Arts Centre, Picnic on the Edge
Benjamin Forster // Australian Artists Programme
Katie Goodwin // United Kingdom/Australia // Australian Artists Programme
Mandi King // Australian Artists Programme
Paul Sloan // Australian Artists Programme
Lizzie Thomson // Zodiak / Campbelltown Arts Centre, Picnic on the Edge
Mimi Tong // Australian Artists Programme

BRAZIL
Tobi Maier // HICP – Helsinki International Curatorial Programme

CANADA
Julie Delporte // CUNE Comics-in-Residence 
Johanna Heldebro // Sweden / Canada // HIAP Residency Programme
Jonathan Hobin // HIAP Residency Programme /  Lens Political

CHINA
Feng Boyi // Urban Agents 
Ian Yang // China / Netherlands // Urban Agents

DENMARK
Brett Bloom // Frontiers in Retreat

EGYPT
Ammar Abo Bakr // On the Move // Checkpoint Helsinki, Back to (the) Square 1 / To the Square 2
Ramy Essam // Nordic Fresh Air / Checkpoint Helsinki

FINLAND
Tuomas A. Laitinen // EMMA / HIAP Residency Programme
Hannu Karjalainen // Finland / Germany // HIAP Residency Programme for Finnish artists
Mari Keski–Korsu // Frontiers in Retreat
Kaisu Koivisto // HIAP Residency Programme for Finnish artists 
Jyrki Riekki // HIAP Residency Programme for Finnish artists
Joonas Siren // Academy of Fine Arts Studio Space residency
Mirimari Väyrynen // HIAP Residency Programme for Finnish artists 

HIAP RESIDENCY ARTISTS 2014
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GERMANY
Johanna Kintner // Frankfurt Residency Exchange
Sybille Neumeyer // HIAP Residency Programme 
Marijpol // CUNE Comics-in-Residence 
Stephanie Steinkopf // Goethe-Institut / HIAP Residency Programme
Thomas Thiede // HIAP Residency Programme
Elvia Wilk // HIAP Residency Programme 

ICELAND
Katrín Ólina // ADD’s Design Research Programme 

IRELAND
Margaret O’Brien // Dublin Residency Exchange

ITALY
Tony Fiorentino // HIAP Residency Programme 
Luca Monterastelli // Milano Residency Exchange
Alberto Scodro // Milano Residency Exchange

LATVIA
Maija Rudovska // Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme

LEBANON
Khaled Ramadan // Frontiers in Retreat

NORWAY
Kristin Tårnesvik // HIAP Residency Programme

PALESTINE
Khaled Jarrar // On the Move // Checkpoint Helsinki, Back to (the) Square 1 / To the Square 2

PHILIPPINES
Lian Ladia // HICP – Helsinki International Curatorial Programme 

RUSSIA
Roman Osminkin // Connecting Points // Tokamak 
ZIP Group: Eldar Ganeev, Evgeny Rimkevich, Stepan Subbotin & Vasily Subbotin // On the Move / Check-
point Helsinki, To the Square 2
Nikolay Oleynikov // Checkpoint Helsinki, To the Square 2

SLOVENIA   
Saša Nabergoj // HICP – Helsinki International Curatorial Programme 

SOUTH KOREA
Bora Hong // ARKO Curator Residency Programme
Sung woo Kim // ARKO Curator Residency Programme

SPAIN
 Quelic Berga // Frontiers in Retreat
elii: Uriel Fogué Herreros // El Ranchito Finland
Espada y Monleón: María Espada & Carlos Monleón // El Ranchito Finland 
Kiko Péres // El Ranchito Finland
María Salgado // El Ranchito Finland

SWEDEN
Patrik Aarnivaara // Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme
Hanna Husberg // Austria / France / Sweden // Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme
Irmelin Joelson // Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme
Karl Larsson // Sweden / Germany // Nordic & Baltic Collaboration Residency Programme
Hanna Ljungh // Focus A-i-R
Julia Thorell // CUNE Comics-in-Residence 

SYRIA
Issa Touma // Nordic Fresh Air

UNITED KINGDOM
Sylvia Grace Borda // United Kingdom / Canada // Frontiers in Retreat
Laura McLean // Australia / United Kingdom // HICP – Helsinki International Curatorial Programme
Tobias Revell // Designer-in-Residence Programme 
Sam Watson // MOBIUS Fellowship for Visual Arts, Museum & Archive Professionals

UNITED STATES
Jack Pavlik // HIAP Residency Programme 
Paul Vanouse // Biofilia  –  Base for Biological Arts, Aalto University
Angela Washko // HIAP Residency Programme / Urb 14
Alex Young // HIAP Residency Programme / Urb 14
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HIAP SHORT VISITS & GUESTS 2014

A
Manuela Villa Acosta // Spain // Matadero Madrid // El Ranchito Finland

B
Pere Bascones // Spain // Frontiers in Retreat
Aeron Bergman // United States // HIAP Residency Programme
Maurice Bloc // Netherlands / Finland // Tonight 
Brett Bloom // Denmark // Frontiers in Retreat
Liza Blummel // Netherlands // Design Museum
Rayne Booth // Ireland // Temple Bar Gallery + Studios
Boshko Bosković // United States // MOBIUS Fellowship for Visual Arts, Museum & Archive Professionals
Jacopo Brancati // France // Viaporin telakka ry 
Oleksandr Burlaka // Ukraine // Kiasma Theatre, SharedSpace retreat

C
Oksana Chelysheva // Finland / Russia // Safe Haven Finland  - conference
Ali Cherri // France / Libya // The Finnish Museum of Photography, Helsinki Photography Biennial 2014
Lee Weng Choy // Singapore // Theatre Academy
John Court // United Kingdom / Finland // Tonight  

E
Fredrik Elg // Sweden // Safe Haven Finland -conference  
elii: Eva Gil Lopesino & Carlos Palacios Rodriguez // Spain // El Ranchito Finland

F
Sarah Floren // Sweden // Praxis / The Academy of Fine Arts, University of The Arts Helsinki
Dariusz Fodczuk // Poland // Tonight 
Fokus Grupa: Iva Kovac // Kiasma Theatre, SharedSpace retreat
Claire Fontaine // France // SIC
Takayuki Fujimoto // Japan // Zodiak 

G
Sara Gallie // United Kingdom // Frontiers in Retreat
Fernando Garcia-Dory // Spain // Frontiers in Retreat
Kati Gausman // Germany // Frontiers in Retreat

Christina Georgiou // Cyprus // Tonight 
Carl Giffney // Ireland // Frontiers in Retreat
Rita Góbi // Hungary // Hungarian Cultural Centre
Andy Gracie // Spain / United Kingdom // Finnish Bioart Society
Tue Greenfort // Denmark  / Germany // Frontiers in Retreat
Tinna Gudmundsdottir // Iceland // Frontiers in Retreat 

H
Khaled Harara // Sweden/Palestina // Nordic Fresh Air, Safe Haven Finland - conference
David Hinton // United Kingdom // Loikka – Dance Film Festival
Helinä Hukkataival // Finland // Tonight 
Mikko Hyvönen // Finland / Belgium // Zodiak 

I
Radhildur Ingadottir // Iceland // Frontiers in Retreat

J
Signe Johannessen // Sweden // Nordic Fresh Air 

K
Susan Katz // Russia // Connecting Points
Björn Kjelltoft // Germany // Sinne
Jaap Klevering // Netherlands / Finland // Tonight 
Tilde Knudsen // Denmark // Theatre Viirus, Meeting the Odysseus
Kristiina Koskentola // Finland / Netherlands
Sofia Koski // Canada
Maria Kotlyachkova // Sweden // Praxis / The Academy of Fine Arts, University of The Arts Helsinki
Kaori Kuroda // Japan

L
Ioana Leca // Sweden // Praxis / The Academy of Fine Arts, University of The Arts Helsinki
Weng Choy Lee // Singapore // Theatre Academy, University of The Arts Helsinki 
He Liping // China // Tonight 
Lluís Llobet // Spain // Frontiers in Retreat
Elisabeth Færøy Lund // Norway // Tonight 
Sara Lundén // Sweden // Sinne
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M
Tonka Maleković // Croatia // Frontiers in Retreat
Ksenia Malich // Russia
Ilya Matveev // Russia // Tokamak 
Viktor Melkov // Russia // Connecting Points

N
Emily Newman // United States / Russia // Connecting Points // Tokamak 
Jani Nuutinen // Finland / France // Cirko
Maritta Nurmi // Finland /  Vietnam
Litten Nystrøm // Iceland // Frontiers in Retreat 

P
Perpetuum Mobilε: Marita Muukkonen & Ivor Stodolsky // Finland / Germany // Checkpoint Helsinki, To the 
Square 2
Radoslav Piovarci // Czech // Theater Viirus, Meeting the Odysseus 
Olga Prokhorova // Finland / Russia // Tonight 
Helena Pruuli // Estonia // Theatre Viirus, Meeting the Odysseus
Signe Pucena // Latvia // Frontiers in Retreat 

R
Tzortzis Rallis // Greece / United Kingdom // Checkpoint Helsinki, To the Square 2
Hany Rashed // Egypt // Checkpoint Helsinki, Back to (the) Square 1
Raumlabor: Berk Asal & Anne-Laure Gestering // Germany // Checkpoint Helsinki, To the Square 2
Hamdy Reda // Egypt // Checkpoint Helsinki, Back to (the) Square 1
Gilad Reich // Netherlands / Israel // Kiasma Theatre, SharedSpace retreat
Viviana Rella // Italy // Theater Viirus, Meeting the Odysseus
Gwendoline Robin // Belgium // Tonight 
Giorgi Rodionov Papalashvil // Georgia // Nordic Fresh Air
Florian Roithmayr // Germany / United Kingdom // Kiasma Theatre, SharedSpace retreat
Anna Rubio // Spain // Frontiers in Retreat 

S
Sabotanic Garden: Jussi Saivo & Pasi Mäkelä // Finland // Tonight 
Nuno Sacramento // United Kingdom // Frontiers in Retreat
Sala-Manca Group: Lea Mauas // Argentina / Israel // Kiasma Theatre, SharedSpace retreat
Alejandra Salinas // United State // HIAP Residency Programme
Andrey Shabanov // Russia // Manifesta 10 Parallel Programme
Jackie Shemesh // United Kingdom // IHME Contemporary Art Festival
Viktorya Siaulytz // Lithuania // Frontiers in Retreat
Sigtryggur Berg Sigmarsson // Iceland // Tonight 
Alexandra Simonova // Russia // Connecting Points // Tokamak 
Joanes Simon-Perret // France // Frontiers in Retreat
Sasha Sizova // Russia // Connecting Points // Tokamak
Richard Skelton // United Kingdom // Frontiers in Retreat
Dorothée Smith // France // The Finnish Museum of Photography
Ljudmila Stratimirovic // Serbia // Frontiers in Retreat

T
Ieke Trinks // Netherlands // Tonight  

U
Dejan Ubovic // Serbia // Frontiers in Retreat
Gediminas Urbonas // Lithuania // Frontiers in Retreat
Nomeda Urboniene // Lithuania // Frontiers in Retreat  

V
Ola Vasiljeva // Latvia // Festival of Positive Misunderstanding
Elena Veshnyakova // Russia // The Finnish Institute in St. Petersburg 
Tracey Warr // United Kingdom // Frontiers in Retreat 
Olga Jitlina // Russia // Connecting Points // Tokamak 

Y
Agnes M K Yit // Singapore // Tonight 
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HIAP PROGRAMME PARTNERS 
& COLLABORATORS 2014

Aalto University Curating, Managing and Mediating Art (CuMMA) Programme
Aalto University Digital Design Laboratory, ADD
Academy of Fine Arts Foundation
AECID
Annantalo
ARKO Arts Council Korea
ARCOmadrid
Art School Maa
Australia Council for the Arts 
AV-arkki The Distribution Centre for Finnish Media Art
Baltic Circle – International Theatre Festival
Biofilia – Base for Biological Arts, Aalto University
British Council
Checkpoint Helsinki
Cirko – Center for New Circus 
Culture for All
Design Museum
EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art
FILI –  Finnish Literature Exchange
Finnish Academy of Arts, The University of the Arts Helsinki
Finnish Artists’ Studio Foundation
Finnish Bioart Society
Finnish Comics Society
Finnish Cultural Institute in New York
Finnish Institute in London
Finnish Literature Society
Finnish Museum of Photography
Frame Visual Art Finland
Frankfurt am Main Kulturbunker
Gallery Alkovi
Gallery Huuto

Goethe-Institut Finland
Helsinki Design Week
Kiasma Theatre
Lens Politica Film & Art Festival
LOIKKA – Dance Film Festival
Matadero Madrid - Contemporary Art Center 
MUU
Photographic Gallery Hippolyte / Union of Artist Photographers
SIC
Sinne
Temple Bar Gallery + Studios Dublin
Theater Viirus
Zodiak – Center for New Dance

FRONTIERS IN RETREAT (2013-2018)
Frontiers in Retreat is organised by  HIAP – Helsinki International Artist Programme in partnership 
with the art organisations Mustarinda (Finland), Scottish Sculpture Workshop – SSW (Scotland), 
Interdisciplinary Art Group SERDE (Latvia), Skaftfell – Center for Visual Art (Iceland), 
Centre d’Art i Natura de Farrera (Spain), Cultural Front – GRAD (Serbia) and Jutempus (Lithuania). 
The project has been funded with support from the European Commission, the Kone Foundation,
the Ministry of Education and Culture, and the Alfred Kordelin Foundation.

NORDIC FRESH AIR (2014-2016)
Nordic Fresh Air is co-ordinated by HIAP, Perpetuum Mobilε (Finland) and Cooperative Buongiorno 
(Finland). The network partners are MoKS (Estonia), Art Lab Gnesta (Sweden), 
Malmö City (Sweden), The Swedish Artists Organisation KRO (Sweden), SafeMUSE (Norway), 
KiN Contemporary Art Centres in Norway (Norway) and Freemuse (Denmark). 
The network is funded by Nordic Culture Point and Ministry of Education and Culture, Finland.

HIAP would also like to thank The Governing Body of Suomenlinna and Cable Factory for their 
collaboration and support.
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CHAIRPERSON
Minna Henriksson, Artist

VICE CHAIRPERSON
Anna-Kaisa Rastenberger, Intendant, Finnish Museum of Photography

MEMBERS
Riitta Heinämaa, Director, Finnish Institute in Estonia
Irmeli Kokko, Lecturer, Finnish Academy of Fine Arts
Markus Konttinen, Dean, Finnish Academy of Fine Arts
Harri Kuorelahti, Artistic Director, Zodiak – Center for New Dance
Pasi Rauhala Artist, Muu Artists' Association
Anna–Kaisa Rastenberger, Intendant, Finnish Museum of Photography
Nina Toppila, Executive Director, Forum Box
Sabina Westerholm, Executive Director, Pro Artibus Stiftelsen

ADVISORY MEMBERS
Hanna Maria Anttila, Director, AV-arkki
Taru Elfving, Head of Programmes, Frame Visual Art Finland
Pilvi Kalhama Director, EMMA – Espoo Museum of Modern Art

HIAP PROGRAMME BOARD 2014-2015 
Diego Bruno, Artist
Ulrika Ferm, Professor, Finnish Academy of Fine Arts
Hanna Harris, Programme Director, Helsinki Design Week
Anders Härm, Director, Contemporary Art Museum Estonia
Tellervo Kalleinen, Artist
Andrei Siclodi, Director, Kunstlerhaus Buchsenhausen

HIAP MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
AV- arkki ry, Kunsthalle Helsinki foundation, Kaapelin taiteilijat ry, KaaSu ry, 
Cable Factory Estate Company, M.A.D. Tanssimaisterit ry, Mehiläispesä ry (Gallery Huuto), 
MUU Artists' Association, Piknik frequency ry (Pixelache), Pro Artibus Stiftelsen, 
The Finnish Museum of Photography Foundation and Zodiak Presents ry

HIAP BOARD & MEMBERS 2014 HIAP STAFF 2014

DIRECTOR
Juha Huuskonen

CURATOR
Jenni Nurmenniemi

HEAD OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Marja Karttunen

PROJECT & EVENT MANAGER
Eleni Tsitsirikou

TECHNICAL MANAGER
Tomasz Szrama

ASSISTANT CURATOR
Viivi Koljonen

COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
Tuomas Laasanen

PROJECT & RESIDENCY COORDINATORS
Aulis Harmaala
Henrik Lindqvist
Stephanie Roiko
Tuomas Tiainen

PROPERTY ASSISTANT
Arina Lebedeva

INTERNS
Cansu Aksoy-Rognvaldsson
Oona Torniainen
Kristina Ståhl
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HIAP FUNDERS IN 2014
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